BOSTON COLLEGE
ANNUAL CONTEMPORARY PHILOSOPHY WORKSHOP

HOVEY HOUSE LIBRARY / Saturday, November 14, 2015

10–11:15 AM
JAMES SCHMIDT (BU)
“What Sort of Question Was Kant Answering When He Answered the Question, ‘What is Enlightenment?’?”

11:30–12:45 PM / LUNCH BREAK

12:45–1:45 PM
ADRIAAN PEPERZAK (LOYOLA CHICAGO)
“How New is the Past of Philosophy?”

1:45–2 PM
LUNCH BREAK

2–3:30 PM

3:30–4 PM
JAMES SCHMIDT (BU)
“What Sort of Question Was Kant Answering When He Answered the Question, ‘What is Enlightenment?’?”

3:45–4:45 PM
AARON GARRETT (BU)
“The History of the History of Butler’s Fifth Objection”

4–5:30 PM
JORGE GRACIA (SUNY BUFFALO)
“How New is the Past of Philosophy?”

Contacts: Melissa Fitzpatrick (fitzpa@bc.edu) / Vicente Muñoz-Reja (vicente.munozreja@bc.edu)